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Abstract  

Emulation problems, appearing during distance training classes with students of electro-and radiotechnical specialities in the sphere of NI 
Multisim are cleared out and practical recommendations of emulation problems elimination are offered. 
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1 Introduction 

During traditional forms of educational process, the 
possibility of physical experiment realization is gradually 
narrowing due to absence or restriction of students access to 
the most interesting and unique equipment, scientific and 
technological experiments, proposing the great interest in 
the modern fast changing world. Tendency to 
overassessment of traditional educational methods 
efficiency is more and more developing in direction to 
information-telecommunication technologies. The first plan 
stands for conceptional model of virtual instrument [1]. 

2 Overview 

Keeping in mind 'programming with programming', the main 
function of NI Multisim sphere involves not only calculations, 
but activities with real objects research. These functions 
predetermine the specified approach of training courses for 
various electro-and radiotechnical subjects. Moreover, 
'virtual tendency' in higher education admit not only new 
approach and obsolete material base modernization, but 
organization of distance training concerning laboratory 

classes, which provide practical ability forming methods, 
available at a quite emerging level [2]. 

3 Decision 

However, practical distance training work in NI Multisim 
accompanies some problems, which concern users. Mainly, 
reasons carry technological character. They cover typical 
problematic situations, when model of some functional 
assemblies realization fails or when model of several 
devices in this sphere due to low reliability of received 
results becomes unacceptable. The author gives practical 
recommendation and methods to avoid 'narrow place' 
modelling', based on own experience using sphere of NI 
Multisim in the process of subjects 'Electrotechnique' and 
'Electronics' in the training process. 

4 Conclusion 

Proposed recommendations simplify establishing and 
optimizing the training schemes and therefore expanding 
possibility of distance training process. 
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